
Homework 7
Posted Monday April 11. Homework is optional. Submit on or before

April 25th to receive full or partial credit.
(Adapted from the MIT Program Analysis OCW)

In this homework you will be building a toy verifier for IMP. Download and install OCaml
(https://ocaml.org/) and Z3 (https://github.com/Z3Prover/z3/releases).

Download starter OCaml code, which comes from the MIT Program Analysis class, from the
course website (http://www.cs.rpi.edu/~milanova/csci4450/hw7Code.zip). Files lexer.mll
and parser.mly specify the tokens and the grammar for lexer and parser generation respectively;
you should not modify these files. File implang.ml is where you would add your “interpretation”
of IMP programs; it would generate verification conditions in SMT-LIB to be given as input to
Z3.

Run make to compile the code and generate executable a.out. Running

cat test00.c | ./a.out

simply prints the program on the screen. Read through implang.ml to see how it happens:
currently, the only “interpretation” of IMP programs is exprToString and stmtToStr printing
expressions and statements.

Your task is to change implang.ml and main.ml so that they generate verification conditions
in SMT-LIB. For example, running my implementation on test00.c produces a verification
condition, as discussed in class:

(declare-const x Int)

(assert (not (or (not (< 10 x)) (< 5 (* 2 (+ x 3))))))

(check-sat)

Remember that we are making use of the duality between satisfiability and validity. The
weakest precondition for the straight-line code in test00.c is 5 < 2*(x+3). We must show that
(x > 10) → (5 < 2*(x+3)) is valid, which we do by showing that its negation is unsatisfiable.

Saving the SMT-LIB code into a file

cat test00.c | ./a.out > test00.z3

then running Z3

z3 test00.z3

produces

unsat

as expected.
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Statement datatype includes the following kinds of statements:

type stmt =

Skip

| Post of expr

| Pre of expr

| Assign of string * expr

| ArrAssign of string * expr * expr

| DerefAssign of expr * expr

| Seq of stmt * stmt

| Ifthen of expr * stmt * stmt

| Whileloop of expr * expr* stmt ;;

Start by implementing verification condition generation for straight-line code: Assign and
Seq. Then extend with verification condition generation for ifthen, followed by Whileloop.
Handling of Assign, Seq and Whileloop will carry 25 extra credit points towards your homework
total. For an extra challenge, and 10 additional points, you can code verification condition
generation for arrays (ArrAssign) and pointers DerefAssign.

Zip your code and email it to me. This HW is optional and I won’t be setting a Submitty
page. You can still use the forum to ask questions.


